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OBJECT

To verify the assumptions and determine the empirical approximations
needed to simulate the Davis Gun principle on an analog computer.

SURMARY

Standard closed-brocch interior-ballistic equations were modified
to make them applicable for predicting the performance at reactionless
launchers. Following this, a series of test firings were made using
two reactionless launchers of the Davis Gun type for obtaining the
test firing data required. Direct and high-low launchers were con-
sidered. Concurrent with the actual test firings, an analog computer
was programmed to predict the performance of the guns using the same
charge weight, propelled weight and shot-start. The test firing data
was compared with the curves obLained from the computer. Using the
diiferences noted, certain factors of the original equations pro-
grammed into the computer were varied in order to bring the computer
curves into close agreement with actual test results. These factors
included heat loss coefficient, initial charge burnt, and in the case
of the high-low gun the effective mean impetus of the propellant during
the ballistic cycle. It was concluded that the knowledge gained can
be used to predict and optimize the performance of reactionleas systems
and recommended that research be conducted, using the computer, to
establish the feasibility of high-muzzle-velocity launchers, the ejection
of unequal and/or large weights, the simultaneous firing of multiple tube,
systems, and the dynamic breaking behavior of the shot-start rod and
cartridge case. It was further recommended that a factorial type program
be used when it is desired to obtain data for analytical studies of
ballistic devices.

A!JT1[ORZZTION

ARPA Order No. 39-59, Task No. 8

ABMAP Control No. ID 295-00-60

SPB 2-2249-60
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ANALOG COMMUER STUDY OF REACTIONLES3 IAUNCHERS

INTRODUCTION

As part of the Advanced Research Projects Ageucy (A1RPA) Program
which envisions ejecting diversionary objects from ballistic miceiles,
Fraznkford Arsena.l was authiorized to Investigate methods for packaginig
and launching such objects, under the adminisitration of the Army
Ballistic Misaile Agency (ABI4A). The vork vas subse~ently assigned
to Pitmni-nDtim laboratories. An 1AVestigfti0M of the patents an the
Davis Gun and various texts oin ballio1tics revealed that very little
published work bad been done ork this tv'pe of reactionleam Duri. one
phase of the projact was an ana.log comnputer etiidV to inet1a~the
interior ballistics of reactionl1eso launcters. This report co~vers the
computer study. It gives a brief descriptiou of deaigns tested,
followed by excpjanattons of the test firing setups, balaistic theories,
computer setupa and computor results associated with-ea.ch design.

FRACTMOILW85 LAUNCflR I~SSGNS MTE$D

Lasuncher Deeign No. I

14unchar No. 1 showni qn Figiarea 1., 2, ana 3 ie a. direct*' system
of the f11u oaliber" tMOL(). This launcher is 24 Inches long with
a smooth bQor diameter of 4.3 inches. It is used to eject two
projectiles with euA;L force In oppoeite directilons withqut trans-
mitting r-ctaritio ccIto motwting plAtfora. For a i&hot-start device

*A dire;t sysvtem 1J, ane In which t4&e projectile acquires its velocity
as a resul.t of direct preasure from the gases of the bktrning propellant.

**In a full coa.Iber s~ystem the projectile diameter is the same size as the
bore of the San, i.e. sabots or over caliber projectiles with spigots
ame not ased.

I. Frankford Arsenal Techinica~a. Momoreandum *40-26-1 "Deacoy Packaging
Lwainabing Studies"1 (4)--Seeret
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ANALOG COKMPURf STUDY OF IREACTIONLESS LAUNCRERS 5

it uses a prov'ectlle connecting rod calculated to break when subjected to
a predetermined pull force. The operation of launcher No. 1L is initiated
by tvo electrically fired d~etonatorb attached to opposite ends of a .1-foot
leagth of pyrocore detonating cord which is vound around the necked-down
portion of the rod. When the pyrocore cord is detonated it ignites the
propellant vhich surrounds it, causing a pressure to be built up between
the two projectiles. When the pressure reaches the level required to break
the connecting rod at the necked-down section, the projectiles start to
move and are evetituAL~ly ejected fromi the launcher tube.

Launcher Design No. 2

Direct System

Lauacher No. 2 shovu on Figure 4 (with thie excaption of the
orifice) was originiallJy designed as a direct system of bothi the open and
closed spigot typea .* The launchor io 31. inches lc~id, 'with a bore di-
amneter of 2.25 inchers. 1auncher No. 2 operation is initiated by gas pres-
sure from an external souree sir~h ap ani initiator. Thie gas enters the
firing head and propels the firing pin into the launicher cartridge. When
the cartridge fires the prmpellant Cau Cenerated flaws diriwctly into the
expansion claamber where it &ect whena on the projectiles, propelling them
from the chamber.

Uigh-Lov System

The lun~chor No. 2 davign using only s. cloned spigot was
later modifle4 as seen in Fieur* 4~ by Sadding an orifice p2*te between the
cartridge housinG antl the lamehekr tube section. The purpose of the orifice
plate vbas to produce the hig'i-lov, ballistic type situAation where the gas
is generated in a confined -valnMe und~er high pressure =nd vented through
an orifice into a volume of lover pressure.

DMtCT SYMMSN

Firing Test Setup

Launcher No. I

To initiate the program, calculations of charge weight..

pressure, time, projectile velocity, acceleration and. travel were made

4-A spigot 'N a diewvice foir firing a projectile f rom a gun tube which is
of a smaller caliber than the projectile. it Is visdally a hollow metal.
cylinder with the ends closed. If the end of the spigot facing the
corabustion chamber i5 e2.osua, the design uairgo this spigot is rcferred
to as a closed opigot design. Conversely, If the end is open the deaig~
is ref~rred to as an open spigot design.
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ANALOG COMPUTER STUDY OF REACTIONLESS LAU!CIERS 7

based on projectile diameter, weight and travel(l). Test launcher No. 1
was then fired to verify the calculations. Thirteen firings were made,
including four exploratory firings to check out the system. In all of
the test firings, two 25-point weights were ejected simultaneously from
the launcher. The charge vealues used for these firings were 50, 60, and
70 grams and the static shot-start breaking pressures were 500 and 1000
psi.

Two kinds of shot-start rod were tested in this system.
One kind was designed to break under a static tensile stress of 500 psi,
the other at 1000 psi. Since the tensile strength increases at high
rates of loading, the actual shot-start pxessures in the test firings
were substantially greater than the static breaking strengths of the rods.

The pressure time curves for the firings were measured and
plotted, Correct travel, was obtained by double integrating the curves
from the point of muzzle exit time (which appears as a sharp dip in the
pressure aurve at the ead of the stroke). The zcro points for 11 ravel thus
gave the points on the preasure.-time curves at which the projectiles began
to move, and hence the approximate shot-start breaking pressures. The
ballistic cycle times and velocities were confirmed by evaluatinghigh-
speed movies taken during the tests.

Bounds 7, 11, 12 were considered representative, and the
curves for these rounds are shown in the "Computer Results" section of
this report.

Launcher No. 2

The firing program for Launcher No. 2 (direct systems) was
divided into two parts, factorial programvs B and C. In factorial program
B, the charge weight, propellant web, and shot-start rod were varied. The
spigot type and projectile weight were held constant. In factor.al pro-
gram C, the shot-start rod, opigot type, and projectile weight varied,
and the charge weight and web were held. constant The values of these
variables aad constants are given in Table I. Since there were three

variables for each progrwm and two value- per variable, there were
eight possible combinations. Each combination was fired three times;
thus, the total of rounds for each part of the program was 24.

Pressure, velocity, and travel data were obtained in the
same iianer as for Launcher No. 1. The curves for representative rounds
are also shown in "Computer Results." The complete firing results are
given in Reference No. 3.

1. Frankford Arsenal Technical Memorandum NM6C-26-1 "Decoy Pe, okegIns
Launching Studies" (U)-.Sr-."-e,
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Table I. Factorial Programs (Direct System)

Factorial Program B

(Projected veight 60 lb closed spigot)

Shot-Start

Charge Weight Propellant Web Static Breaking
(gm) (in.) Pressure (psi)

7 0.016 80O
7 o.16 1500
7 0.030 800
7 0. 030 1500

20 o.016 8oo
20 0.016 1500
20 0.030 800
20 0.030 -.L00

Factorial Program C

(Charge weight 20 gm, propellant web 0.016 in.)

Projectile Weight Shot-start Static
(lb) Breaking Pressure (psi) Spigob Type

20 None Open
20 None Closed
20 800 Open
20 800 Closed
6o None Open
6o None Closed
6o 800, Open
6o 800 Closed

Ballistic Theory

Aasr2-tionz made for this study are as follows:

1. All of the propellant is ignited simultaneously, and burning
proceede identically on each grain.

2. The burning of the ends of the propellant grains is not
important.

3. The heat loss is proportional to the kinetic energy of the
projectile.

4. Theare 14 o pressure or temperature gradient behind the
projectile.
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5. Frictional effects are negligible.

6. The kinetic energy of the gases is negligible.

7. The effect of the initial body of air in the chamber on the
temperature at any time is negligible.

8. The effects of the igniter charge on the pressure-time
history were considered negligible.*

9. The oolecular mass of the gaseous products of combustion
is constant during the burning period.

10. The specific heat of the propellant is constant.

11. Work done on the chamber and shot-start device by the
expansion of propellant gases is negligible and breaking of the rod
occurs instantaneously when the specified pressure is reached.

The equations used in the computer study are as follows:**

Acceleratiou- The projectile acceleration at any time is:

= P (1)

W

where A = the bore area (in. 2 )

g a the aeceleration caused by gravity (ft/sec2 )

W = the projectile weight (ib)

P = the preasure at any time (lb/in. 2 )

In this equation, x> 0 when P> Pgs, the shot-start pressure.

*1;joptian to thSlvas made in the case of the small charge (2.5 gmW)

used in the high low study. (See p 40, para 3.)

**See Appendix I for List of Symbols.
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Velocity - The projectile velocity at any time is:

Sfdt (2)

Travel - The projectile travel at any time is:

x = 12 xdt (3)

where x is in inches, and x is in feet per second

Volume - The volume filled by the propellant gas at any time is:

C -Nv=vo +2Ax--- • (1.)

where the quantity - represents the volume filled by the charge
remaining unburned at any time, and A N represents the volume filled by
the molecules of the gas. The factor 2 in the quantity 2Ax appears
because two projectiles move in opposite directions, each moving x
distance.

Eguation of State - The equation of state is:

PV=NnR T (5)

The quantity N is the maesof the gas in the chamber at any time. This
is equal to the mass of the charge burned at any time. The quantity n
R T contains the units of specific energy: "n" represents the numzber of
moles (formed by burning one gram of prop3ellant); R is the molar gas
constant and it is equal. to 27821 ft-lb-mole-°K; T is the temperature of
the propellant gas at any time, t, after the cartridge case bursts.

In ballistics, a quantity known as the "impetus," F, of the
propellant is a characteristic uf its chemical composition. F is in
units of ft-lb/lb. It is defined by the equation:

F = n RT

In this equation, TO is the isochoric adiabatic flame temperature.

By substitution, the equation of state can be written as:

PV = NFT/To (5a)

If the volume, V, is in cubic Inches, and if it is desired
to determine the pressure In ib/in.2, the equation of state can be
written as:

L2NFT (5b)
p VTo
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Energy - The powder potential is defined by the equation:

e CVTo

where Cv is the specific heat of the gas at constant volume and is
averaged between the adiabatic flame temperature and a temperature
10000K lover. Its significance lies in the fact that it is approxi-
mately proportional to the useful energy obtained from a unit mass
of propellant used in a given ballistic system.

Cv is defined as:
n1R

Cv - -

Thus, the powder potential,

e~ C T0V 0

nRTo
7-1

F

7-1

The internal energy per unit mass, e', of the gas at any
temperature, T, may be defined as:

e' =CvT

_ n1T FT
r'- 1i (•'y- 1) To

The total energy available for doing work is:

E - E' = NCvTo -NCvT

=N F - FT

-r - I(-•.- To

7'-1 •o

It has been shown that it is a valid assumption that the heat loss,
En, at any time in the ballistic cycle, Is proportional to the kinetic
energy of the two projectiles at that instant:.2)

2. Cot-norý, ihe Theory of Internal Ballistiea of Guns," Willey, 1950
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9

g

The kinetic energy of the two projectiles is:

2Wi
K.E. =--

The complete energy equation may be derived by equating the
total energy released by the propellant minus the total internal
energy of the gas at any time, to the sum of the heat lost and the
kinetic energy:

E - E' = En + K.E. (6)

2 2

-yi To g g

Equation of energy and state - A combined equation of energy
and state may be obtained by eliminating T/To between equations (5b)
and ( 6 a). This gives:

12NF - 12 ( -l)(4+l) -x (7)
P g

V

Gas production - The equation of gas production is:

PSr (8)

Where N = the rate of production of gas

S = the burning surface area of the propellant

P = the density of the propellant

r = the linear burning rate of the propellant

In this discussion, only single-perforation propellant grains will be
considered. For these, the burning surface, S, remains constant since
burning of the ends of the grains can be ignored if the ratio of the
grain web, w, to the grain length, Li, is sufficiently small.
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To determine the total burning surface area, S, of a propellant

charge, assuming that the individual grains ignite isochrbiia•lly and bilrn
uniformly, consider an individual grain with a surface (excluding its
ends) of Si. This surface is equivalent to:

Si = 2"f Li (R1 + R2)

The density, ,o , of the propellant may be found in the following manner.
The volume, Vi. of the individual grain of propellant is-

Vi =f1vI(R 1  -_2 )

The density of a propellant grain, pi, is obtained by dividing the weight
of the individual grain, Ci, by its volume:

Ci Ci

Vi rLi (R 1 2 -22

The mass of the gas produced per unit time by "n" grains of solid
propellant of density, ,.., each with a burning surface, Si, and density,
li, can be written:

n

P=Sr =r i
i = 1

n n 2Ci
The sum, • Pi St RI = - X

Rl i=l RJ 2  1 2

However, the web is: w =RI - R2

2Cr
Therefore, N =

In addition, the linear burning rate is: r = BPa

Substituting for r: N 2cBpa

di PdtN I
Q0
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where No is the mass of the propellant burned when t = 0 (at the time
the cartridge case bursts).

The mass of the &as produced at any time is:

t

N=N 2CB f Padt (Sa)

Computer Setup

The operation of Reactionless Launchers Numbers I and 2 (direct
system) was simulated with a Goodyear Electronic Differential Analyzer
(GEDA), Model GN 215-L3. An electrical analog (Figure 5) was devised
which would exhibit the same dynamic behavior as this type of launcher.
The computer was then programmed to solve the ballistic equations for
theau launchers. Comparison between computer and experimental curves
was made by making the points at the end of the two travel curves
coincident. Once this point (and thus the length of stroke) was es-
tablished the difference in shape of the pressure curves and any phase
shift between them could be determined.

The analog employed 10 amplifiers, 10 potentiometers, 4 diodes,
19 fixed resistors, 2 variable resistors, 5 capacitors, 2 multipliers,
1 function 6enerator, and I relay. Appendix I shows the sumbols which
denote these components on the analog schematic. The resistor values
are in megohms, and the capacitor values are in microfarads. The
potentiometer values represent the inputs to the computer. Table II
shows the constants for Launchers Numbers 1 and 2 (direct system).
Table III showa the variables for each round selected for simulation.

The circuit containing amplifiers 23 and 24 (Figure 5) simulates
the effect of the necked-down rod. Initially, potentiometer 17 keeps
the plate of the associated diode negative, so that the diode does not
conduct. When the pressure reaches a certain value (proportional to
the predetermined shot-start pressure), the diode conducts. The re-
sulting output of amplifier 23, energizes the relay coil, switching
in the circuit containing amplifiers 20, 17, and 19, which control the
acceleration, velocity, and travel.
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16 DIRECT SYSTEMS

Table 11. Constants for Launchers Numbers 1 and 2

Launcher No. 1

a Burning rate exponent 0.77
B Burning rate coefficient 2.6 x lO-3 in./sec-psia
d Bore diameter 4.134 in.
F Impetus of the propellant 3.78 x 105 ft-lb/lb
g Acceleration caused by gravity 32.2 ft/ý.ec2

To Adiabatic flame temperature 3386 oK
V Initial volume 77 in. 3

W Projectile weight 25 lb
w Web of the propellant m.016 in.
Xt Total travel (stroke) 9.0 inT
a Specific volume of the gas 28 in.D/lb

Heat loss coefficient 2.0
"- Ratio of specific heats 1.23
/0 Density of the propellant o.o6 lb/in. 3

Launcher No. 2 (Direct System)

d Bore diameter 2.25 in.
F Impetus of the propellant 3.78 x lO5 ft-lb/lb
g Acceleration caused by gravity 32.2 ft/sec 2

Vo Initial volume
with closed spigot 32.8 in. 3

with open spigot 82.9 in. 3

Xt, Total travel (stroke)
with closed spigot 11.5 in.
with open spigot 14.875 in.

8 Heat loss coefficient 2.0
Ratio of specific heats 1.23
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Table II1. Variables for Launchers Numbers 1 and 2

Launcher No. 1o (Direct System)

Rd7 Rd li lid 12

C Charge weight 60 gm 60 gm 70 gn
Pss Shot-start breaking* 2500 psi 3325 psi 4000 psi

Pressuire (actup.l)

Pss3 Static shot-start 500 psi 1000 psi 1000 psi
breaking pressure

Launcher No. 2 (Direct System)

Factorial B

R4 R d 11 ld12 Rd20

C Charge weight 7 gm 20 gn 20 gm 7 gm
Pss Shot-start breaking* 1250 psi. 1900 psi 2000 psi 86o psi

pressure (actual)
Pss 1 Static shot-start 800 psi 1500 psi

breaking pressure
w Propellant web 0o.016 in. 0.030 in. 0.016 in. 0.030 in.

Factorial C

Rds l,10,24 lids 498J23 Reds 5,20,22 Rds 6 15,19

Vo Initial volume 82.9 in. 3  32.8 in. 3  82.9 in0 3  32.8 in. 3

Iw Projectile weight 60 lb 20 lb 20 lb 6o lb

Potentiometer 18 limits the maximum output of amplif[er 23. At a
predetermined output of amplifier 23) the diode temporarily conducts,
shorting out the amplifier, The circuit containing amplifier 24 prevents
the output of amplifier 23 from dropping below the level necessary to
keep the relay coil energized.

*Those values were determined from the experimental P-T (see p. 7, para 3).
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Computer Results

Launcher No. I

Curves were computed fcr three representative rounds
fired with Launcher No. 1. The heat loss coefficient of 2.0 was finally
selected. This was found to pxcduce the be-t agreement with the ex-
perimental curves.

Figures,- 6, 2. and 8 show both the computed and experimental
curves for rounds 8, 12, and 13., respectively. The rates of pressure
increase in the computed and the experimental curves at the 5hot-start
breaking point were virtually identical. The times from shot-start
breaking point-to-peak pressure in the computed and experimental curves
were virtually identical. In addition, there was good agreement between
the computed and the experimenta. curves for velocity.

There :s, however, a significant difference between the
early parts of the computed and experimental pressure-time curves in all
of the figures. Adjustments in initial charge burnt can be made to
compensate for these differences but it was not done at this point.

The principal factors which affected ignition in Launcher
No. 1 are as follows:

1. The propellant in Lmincher No. 1 firings was ignited
by a coil of Pyrocore.

2. Th. cartridge case which held the propellant and
Pyrocore was made out of cardboard and could not reteAn the gas. Con-
sequently, the ignition delay times tended to be long, The unusually
long delay time for round 12 ehows that the Performance of this type of
ignition system is marginal.

Launcher No.. 2

When the computer was first programmed to solve the
ballistic equaticns for Launcher No, 2, the amount of charge burned
initially (NO) was at first assumed. to be zero. A standard aluminum
cartridge case was used, and it wutý thought that. this cartridge case
would have a negligible effect on propellant burning.

In the B factorial program, the initial slopes of the
comp.uter pressure-time curves ';err, less thao those for the experimental
curves. (See sheet 1 of Figure's 9, 10. 11, and 12). The peak pressures
were noarly the sarif The !i' trowm che inItIal pressure rise-to-peak
pressule was cor1 IJer-bLy lcrgr F,-r the computer -urves. The velocity
ind t."avei. cur vr~s *'rlm f J C~e
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In factorial program C, the initial slopes of the
comjuter pressure-time curves were much less than those of the ex-
perimental curves. (See sheet 1 of Figures 1.3, 14, 15, and 16.)
The difference between peak pressures wa3 very large, as much as
1700 psi in one case. The ballistic cycle times differed by as much
as 17 milliseconds, and the velocity and travel curves also were far
from agreeing with their experimental counterparts.

As a result of these discrepancies, it was assumed
that the amount of charge burned at the beginning of the ballistic
cycle was 20 to 25 percent of the total charge. (The beginning of
the ballistic cycle was then assumed to be the time when the aluminum
cartridge case bursts.) The initial amount of the charge burned was
varied between these limits to produce the closest agreement. This
was accomplished by varying the setting of potentiometer 9. (See
Figure 5.) An increase in the setting of potentiometer 9 represented
a greater amount of chargye initially burned.

The resulting computer curves showed closer agreement
with the experimental curves. (See sheet 2 of Figures 9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.) The slope of the pressure-time curve in-
creased and the time from initial pressure rise to peak pressure de-
creased.

An experimental program is now being conducted to
determine at what pressures the standard CAD cartridge cases burst
under different rates of loading. In the instance described above,
it seems feasible that 20 to 25 percent of the charge was burned be-
fore the cartridge burst.

All-Burnt - It is possible to determine all-burnt points
readily from gas-produced-time curves. The amount of gas produced rises
to a maximum and then levels off at the all-burnt point. The all-burnt
points were determined for a number of rounds in the factorial A and
B programs of Launcher No. 2. The location of the all-burnt pnint may
be affected by three of the variables in this series of experiments:

1. Increasing the strength of the shot-start rod causes
the propellant to burn more rapidly. This tends to displace the all-
burnt point nearer to peak pressure,

2. Increasing the amount of charge initially burnt tends
to displace the point nearer to peak pressure. See round 11, factorial
B., for example. (Figure 10; sheets 1 and 2)

3. Increasing the web tends to displace the all-burnt
p./nt faither from peak presoure, since more time is required to burn
through a larger web.
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All-burnt points were not noted for all computer curves, since
the primary purpose of this study was to develop a method for simulating
the performance of a reactionless launcher on a computer. In simulating
the performance of -. theoretical launcher, however, it would be of in-
terest to know the all-burnt points for the following reasons:

.L. In a closed s3ystem (i.e., a system in which the piston
is stopped. by a shouJ~der~so that It does not leave the tube), the launcher
tube may burst if the propellant continues to burn after the piston has
completed its stroke.

2. A better velocity uniformity may be obtained when the
all-burnt point occurs at or close to peak pressure.

HIGH-LOW SYSTEM

Firing Test Setup

Launcher No. 2 was modified by adding an orifice plate. It was
then fired in factoriaJ program A, in which the charge weight, shot-
start rod, and orifice were varied. The projectile. weight 'was 20
pounds. The values for the variables were as follows:

Factorial Program A

Charge Weight Shot-Start Rod Total Orifice

2.5 grams C<O psi o.o463 in. 2

6.o grams 0 psi 0.06486 in. 2

The total orifice area was determined by the number of holes in
the orifice plate. (See Figure 4.) One orifice plate contained 35
holes, giving it a total open area of 0.0463 in. 2 ; the other plate
contained 49 holes, giving it a total open area of o.o6486 in. 2 .

A number of difficulties were encountered in the Jirist.-rimentat:ion
for the high-low phase of the test program; therefore, the rounds chosen
to be simulated were those for which the total amount of gas discharged
through the orifice was closest to the initial charge weight. This
condition was determined as follows:
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The applicable equation for the charge is:

C = KcAt [ Pdt

where C is the charge weight

Kc is the gas-discharged coefficient for sonic flow

At is the total orifice area

P is the pressure in the high-pressure chamber

t is time.

The ratio of the pressures in the two chambers determines the value
of the discharge coefficient.* In this calculation, Kc was assumed
to be the sonic discharge coefficient for M2 propellant, which has the
value, 6 x lO-3/sec.

It was assumed that the charge was completely burned, and that all
of the gas produced eventually passed from the high-pressure chamber
to the low-pressure chamber. The pressure-time curves for the high-
pressure chamber were integrated by planimeter to obtain J/Pdt. The
product, KcAt J/ Pdt, represents the amount of gas discharged through
the orifices. This product should be approximately equal to the charge
weight.

In some cases, the amount of gas discharged was less than the
charge weight. This was probably due to failure of the pressure-
measuring instrumentation. In the case of the rounds in which 2.5-
gramn charges were used, the amount of gas discharged (calculated by
the aforementioned method of measurement) was less than the charge
weight. This was due to the effect of the 1-gram black-powder igniter.
For these rounds, the charge was increased by approximately 10 percent
to compensate for the additional gas contributed by the igniter.

The curves for the rounds selected in this manner (gas discharged
is approximately equal to charge weight) are shown in "Computer Besults."
The percentages of error between gas discharged and charge weight for
the rounds whose curves were simulated are:

*See Appendix II, "Gas Discharge in a High-Low System."
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Round Percentage of Error

4 (2.7 gms**) +i0¢
21 (2.7 gms**)
14 (6 gms) -2.6%
18 (6 gms) 0.0%

A plus sign means that the calculated quantity of gas discharged was
"greater than the charge weight.

Ballistic Theory

The assumptions made for the direct-system study were also con-
sidered to apply to the high-low system (including the assumption of
initial charge burnt). Additional assumptions are discussed below.

A dual isothermal model wrs considered to represent the high-low
ballistic system. In such a modcl, the temperature of the gases within
both chambers is constant throughout the entire ballistic cycle. The
assumptions made from this model are as follows:

1. The temperatures of the burning gases in the high-pressure
chamber can be replaced by a mean value corresponding to an effective
mean impetus, H , of constant value. The value of X H = 0.92 F (where
F = n R To is the actual impetus of the propellant used) gave the best
results.

2. The temperature of the gases in the low-pressure chamber,
because of turbulence, gas expansion, and heat loss, can be replaced
by a mean value corresponding to an effective mean impetus, XL, of
constant value, XL = 0.7 X{1

3. The heat loss coefficlent,6 , is equal to 2.0.

4. The propellant consists only of single-perforation
grains with no end burning.

5. The equations developed for programming on the GEDA analog
computer are as follows:

**Charge adjusted to account for the igniter effect. In programming
these rounds, the effect of the igniter material was accounted for
by adjusting the value of the i-nitial charge burnt.
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Acceleration:
. A g PLX - (l)

W

wherex > 0 when PL ; Pss*

Velocity:

x = fx dt (2)

Travel:

x = 12 x dt (3)

Equation of state (high-pressure chamber):

PHVH 12 (N - N') k (4)

where VH = VoH CN

Equation of state (low-pressure chamber):

PLVL = 12 N1 XL (5)

where VL = (VoL + 2AX - a L)

Gas production in the high-pressure chamber:

N = N0 + dP at (6)

Gas discharge into the low-pressure chamber'%*:

N' = At eo KcPH dt (7)
0

"×Pss is the actual shot--start rod breaking pressure.
**The derivation of and special assumptions for this equation are

given in Appendix II.
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1

here K =

Equation of energy balance:

N' \L N' (I) (.+•)M (8)

where N' XL represents the total internal energy of the propellant
7 - 1 gas in the low-pressure chamber at any time.

(1 +,a V2 represents the total heat loss and the kinetic energy

g of the projectiles.

N'" r H represents the kinetic and thermal energy of the gas

- 1 discharged into the low-pressure chamber.*

Computer Setup

The operation of Reactionless Launcher No. 2, high-low system,
was simulated by ai electrical analog (Figure 17). Table IV shows
the constants and Table V the variables which determined the val.ues
of the potentiometers for each round.

*This term is equivalent to NICpTH (where TY is the effective mean

temperature in the high-pressure chamber during the ballistic cycle)
as is apparent from:

Xl

NCp•T v N' 7 N 7 .-- ) N x where T
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Table IV. Constants for Launcher No. 2 (High-Low System)

A Bore area 3.97' in. 2

d Bore diameter 2.25 in.
F Propellant impetus 3.73 ft-lb/lh
g Acceleration caused by gravity 32.2 ft/sec2

Kc Gas discharge coefficient for sonic flow 6 x 10- 3 /sec
W Projectile weight 20 lb
w Web of the propellant grain 0m.O16 i.
VoH Initial volume of the high pressure 2.9 in.j

chamber
VoL Initial volume of the low-pressure 31.0 in. 3

chamber
Xt Total travel (stroke) 11.5 in.
/3 Heat loss coefficient 2.0
SRatio of specific heats 1.25

XH Effective mean impetus in the high- 3.48 x 105 ft-lb/lb
pressure chamber

)'L Effective mean impetus in the low-pressure 2.43 x 105 ft-lb/lb
chamber

Table V. Variables for Launcher No. 2 (High-Low System)
d 4 Rd 21 REd 14 Rd 13

C Charge weight 2.5 gm 2.5 gm 6.0 gm 6 .o gm
Pss Shot-start 200 psi 200 psi 0 psi 400 psi

breaking pressure
At Total orifice area 0.0463 in .20.O6486 in. 2 o.06486 in. 2  o.06166 in. 2

This analog is similar to the analog for the direct system. Its
operation is straightforward. The amount of charge initially burnt, the
shot-start rod, and the back-pressure factor were compensated for as
follows:

1. The amount of charge initially burnt was set by a potentiomu-
eter which was added between the reference voltage and amplifier 11 (poten-
tiometer 3 in Figure 17).

2. The switch on the output of amplifier 18 is part of a
comparator circuit (Figure 5) which compensated for the cffect of the
shot-start rod. This separate circuit (not shown in Figure 17) energizes
the coil of a reln.y when the pressure reacheo a predetermined value, thus
swltehing in the velocity and travel circuits.
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3. The circuit enclosed by dotted lines compensates for
any change in the back-pressure factor. An the pressure ratio, 'P/pH,

changes, the back pressure factor, e , may change. (See Appendix II,
"Gas Discharge in a High-Low System.") A change in t affects the mass
of gas discharged to the low pressure side and thus the energy available
to propel the projectiles. However, a number of tests showed that PL/P1
was always less than 0.56 for this launcher. The back-pressure factor,

, then was always equal to l, and the flow depended only on the value
of P11, the pressure in the high-pressure chamber. Consequently, this
circuit could have been eliminated from the analog.

The channels and variables recorded -were as follows:

Channel Variable Recorded

1 Pressure in the low-pressure chamber
2 Velocity
3 Travel
4 Gas discharged into the low-

pressure chamber

Computer Results

In order to make a proper comparison between the experimentally
obtained curves and those obtained from the computer, the experimental
pressure-time curves were analyzed to determine the amount of gas dis-
charged through the orifices.* Rounds 4, 14, 18, and 21 (see Figures
18, .9, 20, and 21) were chosen for simulation because the analysis
slhowed that the weight of the gas discharged through the orifices in
these rounds was closest to the original charge weight.

As in the 13 and C factorial programs, it was necessary to assume
that a significant amount of the charge was initially burned. The
percentage of the charge burnt befui-e travel begins was inversely pro-
portional to the total charge. Since the same type of cartridge case
(M29A2) was used for both charges (2.5 and 6.0 grams), a larger per-
ientage of the 2.5-gram charge was required to burst the cartridge
case. The values assumed varied from 3.8 to 13.6 percent, for the
rounds which were simulated, the smaller percentage being for the
larger charge.

In general, the curves determined by analog simulation agree closely
with the curves determined by actual firing tests.

*See "High-Low System, Firing Test Setup"
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CONCLUSIONS

Direct System

The reasonably close agreement obtained for the direct system
launchers shows that it is now possible to simulate direct system
designs on the computer. The facts listed below are applicable to.
this type of system.

1. The amount of charge initially burnt (20-25 percent) is an
important factor in the interior ballistics of a direct-system re-
actionless launcher where an aluminum cartridge case is used.

2. A heat loss coefficient of about 2 is representative of this
system and propellant (M2).

Hi-h-Lof Sys.t-

The very close agreement obtained for the high-low reactionless
launcher shows that the dual isothermal model is a useful. :representa-,
tion of this type of system. It is now possible to simula'•e other high-
low system designs on the computer.

For this particular design of high-low launcher, the use of the
back-pressure factor to account for subsonic flow is unimportant and
can be neglected.

The amount of charge initially burnt at the time the cartridge
bursts has a significant effect on pressure in the high-pressure
chamber.

RECOVMINDATION3

It is recommended that:

1. The computer be used in the future to desiLg and establlsh
and charge for reactionless laiuchers. This should greatly redc_'e the
time and money spent on experime-ital design and evaluation.
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2. Further research be conducted using the computer to
establish the feasibility of high-muzzle-velocity launchers, the
ejection of unequal weights, and the simultaneous firing of multiple

tube systems.

3. Further investigation be made on the ejection of .arge
weight s.

4. A program be conducted with proper instr~umentation to
determine the exact time and breaking pressure of the shot-start rod.

5. The dynamic breaking pressure and the exact amount
of propellant burned before rupture of the cartridge case be determined
by experiment.

6. That a factorial type experimental program be conducted
whenever it is desired to obtain data for an analytical study of any
ballistic device.
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APPENDIX i

LIST OF' SYMBOLS

A -- Bore area (ino2)

At -- Total area of the discharge orifices in the high-low ballistic
system (in. 2 )

a -- Burning rate exponent

B -- Burning rate coefficient (in./see-psia)

C -- Charge weight (lb)

Cp -- Specific heat at constant pressure (ft-lb/lb-°K)

Cv -- Specific heat at constant volume (ft-lb/lb-°K)

d -- Bore diameter (in.)

e -- Powder potential (ft-lb/lb)

e -- internal energy per unit mass at any temperature, T (ft-lb/lb)

F -- Impetus of a propellant (ft-lb/lb)

g -- Acceleration caused by gravity (ft/sec2 )

Kc -- Sonic gas discharge coefficient, a constant (sec-)

KO -- Subsonic gas discharge coefficient, a variable (sec- 1 )

Li Length of a propellant grain (in.)

N -- Mass of propellant burned, or gas produced (Jb)

N' Mass of the gas ejected from the high-pressure chamber into
the low-pressure chamber in a high-low system (lb)

No -- Initial charge burnt, or gas produced, when t is zero (lb)

-- Number of gram-moles of gas per gram of propellant, the

inverse of' molecular weight (gm-moles/gm)

P -- Pressure (lb/in. 2 )

P -Instantaneous pressure in the high-pressure chamber in a
high-low s, stem (lb/in.2)
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PL - Instantaneous pressure in the low-pressure chamber in a high-
low system (lb/in. 2 )

Pss-- Shot-start pressure (lb/in. 2)

R -- Molar gas constant (2782 ft-lb/lb-mole-°K)

r -- Linear burning rate of a propellant (in./sec)

R -- Outside radius of a single-perforation propellant grain (in.)

R2  -- Inside radius of a single-perforation propellant grain (in.)

S -- Burning surface area of the total propellant charge (in. 2 )

Si -- Surface area of a propellant grain, except for its ends (in.2)

T -- Space mean temperature at any time, t (OK)

TH -- Effective mean temperature in the high-pressure chamber during
the ballistic cycle (OK)

To -- Isochoric Adiabatic flame temperature ( 0 K)

t -- Time; t is zero when the cartridge case bursts (sec)

V -- Volume at time, t (in. 3 )

VH -- Instantaneous free volume in the high-pressure chamber (ino3)

VL -- Instantaneous free volume in the low-pressure chamber (in. 3 )

Vo -- Initial volume (in. 3 )

VOH -- Initial volume of the high-pressure chamber, without propellant (in. 3 )

VoL -- Initial volume of the low-pressure chamber (in. 3 )

Vi -- Volume of a propellant grain (in. 3 )

W -- Projectile weight (ib)

V -- Web of a propellant grain (in.)

x -- Travel (in.)

Xt -- Total travel; stroke length (in.)

i -- Velocity (ft/sec)
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'X -- Acceleration (ft/sec2)

-- Specific volume (in. 3 /lb)

-- Heat loss coefficient (dimensionless)

-- Ratio of specific heats (dimensionless)

-- Back-pressure factor (dimensionless)

AH -- Effective mean impetus of the gases in the high-pressure
chamber (ft-lb/lb)

XL - Effective mean impetus of the gases in the low-pressure

chainber (ft-lb/lb)

-- Density of propellant (lb/in. 3 )

f -- Amplifier No. 1

O -- Potentiometer No. 1

W -- Recorder Channel No. I

-' ,--- Resistor (in ohms)

Capacitor (in microfarads)

M - Multiplier

[]- - Function Generator

H L_ -- Diode
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APPENDIX II

GAS DISCHARGE IN A HIGH-LOW SYSTEM

The equation for gas discharge into the low-pressure chamber of
a high-low systems is*:

t
N1 J-t ~C At PHdt

0

where N' is the masa of the gas which reaches the low-pressure
chamber

t is the back-pressure factor
KC is the sonic gas discharge coefficient, a constant

6.o x lO- 3 /sec for IM2 Propellant
At is the total area of the discharge orifices
.H is the pressure in the high-pressure chamber

t is time

The ve.lue of the back-pressure factor, , , is defined as:

t 0o/Kc

1
7-l

when PP (t ) or for 1 1.25, P/Pl.: t 0.56

where KO is the discharge coefficient for subsonic flow, a variable.

When the ratio of the pressures, PLPH < 0.56, the gas flow is
said to be "sonic." Then I is defined as l, and:

~~Y +1gY2 '

When PL/PKH 0.56, the gas flow is said to be "subsonic."

*For additional information on gas discharge see Corner, "Theory of
Interior Ballistics of Guns," Wiley and Sons, 195)1.
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Then, Ko varies with the pressure ratio as follows:

I I PH7L) Y

where -Y is the ratio of specific heats, assumed to be 1.25
XH is the effective mean impetus of the gases in the high-pressure

chamber

The resulting values of I for Y = 1.23 are given in Table VI and plotted
in Figure 22.

Table VI. Variation of Back-Pressure Factor
with Pressure Ratio

PJ/P1  / L/PH Je

0.56 1.000 o.94 0.507
o.6o 0.995 O.96 o.419
0.70 o.948 0.98 0.300
0.80 0.840 0.99 0.214
0.85 0.755 0.997 0.117
0.90 0.638 1.00 0.000
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FOR ERRATA
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THE FOLLOWING PAGES ARE CHANGES
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U. S. ARMY ORDNANCE

FRANKFORD ARSENAL
S ~~P'tMILADILPH10. 3T, PA,

IN REPLY REFER TO

ORDBA 1252 ATGrasmeder/22104

()• ERRATA SHEET No. 1
D Frankford Arsenal Report R-1589, June 1961
Y "Analog Computer Study of Reactionless Launchers,"

by S. Goldatein and S. Narisi

Please make the following corrections in subject report.

1. Page 7, 3d paragraph, end of seeond line -

I t I backwards

To read: .... integratine the curves backwards from the point .....

2. Pege 10, 4th and 5th lines below Equation (5) -

Change: R is the molar gas constant and it is equal to 2782
ft-Ib-mule-'OK

T. read..., H is the universal gas conrtand arid it is equal to

2782 1 1
lb (weight)- ole-OX

3. Page 40• 3d paragraph, 2nd line -

Chanes This was probably due to failure of .....

To rnad: This ,nce probably duo to malfunction of

4. Page 40, 3d paragraph, 5th line -

Change, .... of measurement) was lo•ss than the charge weight.

To reads ..... of measurement) was more than the charge weight.

5. Page /+5, Table IV, 3d line -

Change: F Propellant impetus 3.78 ft-lb/lb

To read: F Propellant impetus 3.78 x 105 ft-lb
lb

30 November 1961
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END CHANGE PAGES


